
You may have read in the paper or seen it in the news, there has been a lot of media attention in relation to 
credit card and/or debit card information being compromised. In an effort to educate our members about 

some helpful information and answered some of your most commonly asked questions.

What is a compromised card?
A compromised card means that information (for example card number, name, and expiration date) may have 
been obtained by an unauthorized source at a merchant or through a merchant’s processor. A compromised 
card is a card that is at risk of being used fraudulently. Cards may be compromised due to computer theft, 

compromises.

Who was the merchant?

merchants. We are only provided a list of cards that are at risk.

evolve FCU takes every compromise seriously and requires issuance of new cards for affected members.  

detailed information on obtaining a replacement card.

Does this mean I have fraud on my account?
Not necessarily.  If you receive a compromised card letter that does not mean any fraudulent activity has 
occurred on your account. In fact, among the list of card numbers we periodically receive, very few have been 
affected by fraud. We urge all members to review monthly statements and daily transactions using  
Banking or  pp.

What do I need to do if I discover fraud on my account?
If your card has not been blocked already, call the credit union immediately. For debit card transactions, you will 

How long will it take to receive my replacement card?

can get an instant replacement at any branch lobby.

What happens if I do not receive my card by this time?

What do I do when I receive my new ATM or debit card?
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Will my PIN n mber change along with my card number? 
 
 

Is there a charge for the new card?

What if I do not want to have my compromised card blocked? 
 

be more inconvenient to members than simply having a card replaced. While many members do not 
experience fraud when a compromise is reported, the risk exposure still exists if  

FCU requires compromised 
cards to be replaced.

What if I have preauthorized debits made to my compromised card number?
You should contact the merchant immediately upon receipt of your replacement card and provide them with 

 
merchant’s site and updating the information yourself. If this is not the case, you may need to write or call to let 
them know of a card number change.

There are other authorized users on my debit card account. Does this affect their card(s) too? 
 

authorized user’s card is compromised as well.

Can this information be used to steal my identity? 
 

 
numbers, addresses and dates of birth are not stored on the card.

What can I do to keep this from recurring?
 

While the possibility of a card being used fraudulently is low, we recognize the aggravation members face in 
acquiring a replacement card or to have fraudulent activity removed from their account.

Is there anything I can do to ensure that fraud doesn’t occur on my card? 
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